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Abstract: In risk involving transactions, trust is a significant parameter which reduces the people's reluctance. There
are many situations where the optimum value of trust is needed which facilitate to take better decisions. The Crisp Trust
Optimization (CTO) value under the constraints built amongst three components Experience (EX), Knowledge (KN) and
Recommendation (RC). But CTO fails to deal the situations when the above three components are fuzzy in nature. In this
paper we proposed the fuzzy trust optimization when EX, KN, and RC are triangular fuzzy numbers.
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Introduction: Interaction between two agents able to determine to which extent the positive correlation between trust
and the ability of a service to perform the required activities in an acceptable manner [7-11]. Trust gives the assured
reliance on the character, ability, or strength ofsomeone or something.It also reduces the uncertainty associated with
interactions. Hence, service-oriented environments need to build trust mechanisms in order to guess whom to trustbefore
undertaking a transaction or interaction in terms of security, privacy or safety[1].

An assessment of any agent by other agent is done by trust. It is mainly governed by three parameters i.e. knowledge,
recommendation and experience[2]. All those parametersrequires knowledge of computing, information science,
mathematics and psychology so it has multidisciplinary approach. Denko at. al. [3]proposed a deterministic trust
management scheme for pervasive computing; in which devices can independently handle the trust issues. This scheme
promotes the use of a single trust value for evaluating behavior of device. They also presented an alternative probabilistic
trust management [4], which makes use of Bayesian learning, a probabilistic tool based on Bayes’  theorem. This model
represent the problem of trust among devices, which includes the necessary functions for reasoning and learning and can
evolve according to data changes. For this reason, they have chosen to use it to represent the relations between the
various types of trust and to evaluate the global trust value of a given device. In continuation they investigatedtrust
computation modelswith a Bayesian approach[5]. In which they have discussed: how the trust management scheme can
be used to defend against typical attacks targeted at trust management systems.

Thakre at.al [6] presented a Fuzzy approach to the Trust Based Access Control (FTBAC ) with the notion of trust levels
for identity management. Also presented fuzzy approach for trust calculations deals with the linguistic information of
devices to address access control in the Internet of Things with the simulation result which shows that the fuzzy approach
for trust based access control guarantees scalability and it is energy efficient. In all above studies 1] thetrust value is not
optimized in available crisp and/or fuzzy constraints.Lotfi A. Zadehpresented the concept of uncertainty [12] using fuzzy
sets where the membership function of a fuzzy set A is defined as .]1,0[X: A In many applications of fuzzy techniques,
it may be necessary to convert a fuzzy value into a crisp value with the help of ranking formula.In uncertain
environment, trust optimization  is performed using fuzzy approach. In this paper we discussedthe optimization of trust
value under the constraints where the available decision variables are triangular fuzzy numbers.

2. Definitions and basic operations

Definition 2.1. A subset A of universal set X is said to be a crisp set if it is defined by its characteristic function χ as
follows:
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Means the characteristics function of a crisp set assigns a value either 1 or 0 to each member of the universal set X.

Definition 2.2. A set A is said to be a fuzzy set of the universal set X if each element of set A has a membership function

or the degree of belongingness in X. Here we denote the membership function of a fuzzy set by A

]1,0[X: A

Definition 2.3.A fuzzy number = ( , , ) is said to be a triangular fuzzy number if it is characterized by the
following membership function:

( ) =
⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 0 , > , <−− , ≤ <1 , =−− , < ≤

1( )
a1 a2 a3                         x

Fig. 2.1 Triangular fuzzy number (TFN)

Definition 2.4. Let ℛ: ( ) ⟶ , where F(A) be the set of all TFNs and R be the set of real numbers. The ranking of
TFN is defined and denoted asℛ =
3. Trust Calculation
Trust is a complex concept relating to belief in the honesty, truthfulness, competence, reliability, efficiency, punctuality
etc., of the trusted person or service. This definition may vary as per the context in which trust is expected. The larger the
value is, the trustworthier the agent is. In trust management system the role of context is significant. For example, an
agent A gained the trust of another agent B in particular context it does not mean that A is trustworthier  to B in all the
context. We represent Trust with a numeric value in the range [–1, 1]. The values1 and -1 indicate full trustworthiness
and full untrustworthiness. We can define very trustworthy (0.8), trustworthy (0.5), untrustworthy (–0.5) and very
untrustworthy (–0.8).

We calculate the trust value with the help of three components[2]: Experience (EX), Knowledge (KN) and
Recommendation (RC). These components are calculated as belows.

Trust of agent A to agent B in particular context ‘c’ is based on previous interactions Vk taken placed between them. We
denote it by Vk,, where k varies from positive integers 1 to n. The value +1 and -1 are taken when the interaction is
successful and unsuccessfulrespectively. On the basis of number of the successful and unsuccessful interactions between
two agents in context c the EX value for ‘k’ interactions is written as:(EX) =

∑∑ | | , where (EX) belongs to [-1, +1] (1)

If the experience value (EX) is +1 then the agent A gained the best experience from agent B which may facilitate to
become more trustworthier to B. 0 value indicate that no interaction took place between two agents.

For high degree of the trust, A requires the complete knowledge about B, which is the second characteristic feature for
the trust evaluation. Insufficient or less knowledge may influence the trust value. In [2], author calculated crisp
knowledge in context ‘c’ with the help of direct knowledge (d) and indirect knowledge (r) as below in eq.(2) .
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(KN) = W . d +W . r (2)Whered, r ∈ [−1, 1],W ,W ∈ [0, 1]andW +W = 1.W andW are the corresponding weights.Third characteristic feature for trust evaluation is the RC which can be
obtained by the summation of RCvalues from ‘n’ number of devices about trustee B in the context ‘c’ as stated below in
eq.(3). (R ) = ∑ ( )∑ ( ) (3)(r ) ∈ [−1, 1], W ∈ [0, 1]
Where w and(r ) be the weight assigned by A to the recommendation of i device and the RC value of i device
respectively. Linguistic variable RC is defined in the T(EX )
The trust value of A with regards to B for a particular context c can be given by(T ) W ( ( ) + W ( ( ) +W ( ( )

(4)

WhereW , W , W ∈ [0, 1] are the weights of experience, knowledge and recommendation respectively such thatW +W + W = 1.
For the sake of simplicity hereafter we denote

( ( ) , ( ( ) , ( ( ) , (T ) ,W , W and W by X , X ,X , Z, W , W and W respectively.∴ ( ) ⟹ Z = WX whereX ∈ [0, 1]
4. Fuzzy Trust Optimization
We have observed that in many situations out of three components the constrained or unconstrained relation(s)
between any two parameters are known.In order to deal with this situation, we proposed the trust optimization and
verified by suitable example.

In a broad sense we may consider trust is a function from the set of three parameters X , X andX i.e. T: X → [0 , 1]. We
have to find the feasible solution such that X should not violet it.

MaxZ = ∑ WX (5) ∑ ∑ A X ≤=≥ B ,  j=1, 2, 3           (6)

After consultation with many authors who contributed a lot in trust evaluation we have chosen the weights
of X , X andX as W = (0.2, 0.3, 0.6) , W = (0.1, 0.3, 0.5) andW = (0.2, 0.3, 0.4). Using ranking formula we
get∴(5) ⟹Max Z = 0.4 X + 0.3 X + 0.3X (7)

An  optimization of objective function Z can be performed under the constraints governed by trust with any two decision
variables by following example.

Example:Find the maximum value of Z = 0.4 X + 0.3 X + 0.3X under the constraintsX + 3X ≤ 3.75, X + 3X ≤ 3.5, X + 3X ≤ 3, 0 ≤ X , X ,X ≤ 1
Solution:X = 1, X , = 0.9167 X = 0.6944 and Max value of Z = 0.8833
5. Conclusion:
If in a particular context, out of three components i.e. Experience, Knowledge and Recommendation, inequality

constraints between two components are known to us then the optimumcrisp-trust value is needed when the weights are
triangular fuzzy numbers. The goal of this research is to provide a trust optimization modelunder the fuzzy environment
in which the crisp optimum value is obtained.
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